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          Empower Yourself
        
When you shop with us, 5% of your purchase is donated to a community organization and we offset your shipping by partnering with programs that plant trees and protect current ecosystems. 
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          Why Empower BodyCare?
        


      	
            U.S.A. Grown Organic Hemp
We source from local, organic farms in the US. Organic is especially important for hemp extracts because hemp is a bioaccumulator and "cleans" the soil of toxins. We only want CBD derived from organically grown hemp as a result.



            

          
	
            Expertly Made
With nearly 20 years of CBD-crafting experience, we know what works, what doesn’t and what takes a CBD product from average to exceptional.



            

          
	
            Full Transparency
Every Empower product batch is 3rd party lab-tested for potency, pesticides, heavy metals, solvents, microbiological activity and homogeneity. We publish our certificates of analysis so you know exactly what your body is getting.
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              Frequently Asked Questions
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                      What is CBD?
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    CBD is found in Cannabis Sativa L, which includes both hemp and marijuana. How is one plant considered hemp and the other marijuana? They are differentiated solely by a legal definition – hemp has less than 0.3% THC and marijuana has more than 0.3% THC. What is now considered “craft hemp” has less than 0.3% THC, but as much as 20% CBD.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Why Use CBD?
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    Customers have found our CBD products a welcome addition to their regular self-care regimen. CBD is a major topic of interest and research for scientists globally, and there is very promising information that it may have value in supporting health and wellness. According to a report from the World Health Organization, “In humans, CBD exhibits no effects indicative of any abuse or dependence potential.” The report goes on to say that, to date, there is no evidence of public health-related problems associated with the use of CBD.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Will I Get High?
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    No, you will not. CBD is non-intoxicating, meaning that using it on its own (without THC) will not make one feel “high.” Our topicals contain no THC, meaning that you will never feel “high” from using our hemp CBD topical products. Our Full Spectrum CBD Drops always contains less than 0.3% THC, which is not enough to be intoxicating, but could show up on a drug test. For best results, start with a single drop of our Full Spectrum CBD Drops and gauge how you feel.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Why is third-party lab testing important?
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    Hemp is a bioaccumulator and is often used to “clean” soil, meaning that it absorbs heavy metals and other chemical waste from the soil. We partner with leading craft hemp producers to provide you with the cleanest, highest-quality CBD available. By 3rd party lab-testing every batch we make, our customers know they are getting the most pure plant-based CBD products available.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      Why Empower
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    Because you deserve the best! We conduct extensive research and development before we release any new product and we will never make a gimmicky product. Every batch of Empower products is randomly sampled by a 3rd party lab and tested for cannabinoid potency, homogeneity, solvents, pesticides, heavy metals, and microbiological activity, including bacteria, mold, yeast, E. coli, and coliforms for superior product quality.
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                Empower Your Routine
              

                Empower CBD infused products redefine daily wellness with seriously strong, ethically-sourced organic products. Our concentrated formulas smash industry norms to provide sustainable, plant-based alternatives for those experiencing discomfort.

              

                  Shop Now
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                “I’m 55 years old and I can’t thank you enough. Thank you, thank you, thank you.…One word, INCREDIBLE.”   -DENNIS OLSON

              

                Try now
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                “I’m a massage therapist and I like to try out my products before suggesting them to my clients and your bath salts are amazing! (…) Absolutely love Empower® Soaking Salts!”MARISOL MARQUEZ

              

                Try Now
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                ““Empower Luxe Body Oil is a miracle in a bottle. It has given me relief…This oil has allowed me to lead as normal a physical existence as possible…it is a wonderful product that I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend to anyone.”STEVEN LEVIN

              

                Try Now
              


        

      

      
        



        
          
                “I’ve been using Empower® Lemon Verbena Topical Relief Lotion one to two times daily for the past two months…Thank you for making a lotion that I can enjoy anywhere anytime! P.S. Being vegan, I am thrilled that Empower products are also vegan.”LAURA B.
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